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Abstract: The growth history of usage of reversible energy (from 1973) and development of nano technology
(from  1994) shows that world’s society searching for usage of modern technology in practical development
of  reversible  energy  in  great  amount  in global village. So the third world countries and development
countries according to great profit it of free reversible energy they must use those sources when fossil sources
has being finished (for independence in providing of energy) In statistical view about 19% of hydro electricity
(16% in 2003) total world’s production of electricity energy and 63% of electricity production of reversible
sources. Nano materials according to their features attract the most attention of industry and energy in later
decades. Among these industries waterpower house (the first was usage of high performance concrete and
multiple purpose and the second is nano alumina materials), according to advantage of nano technology usage
(because of solidity and high usage) is the most important consumer of nano structure. Also according to the
usage of nano materials for cleaning of pollution in house can mention to the developing of nanotechnology
production ion different parts of water house.
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INTRODUCTION Usage of Nano in Building of Dam with the Purpose of

Energy divided in four groups in the world that are countries of nano materials production, they go towards
pollutant energy and in reversible, Pollutant energy and the production of practical thing in dam’s part. Following
reversible,  Energy whit out pollutant and in reversible items is related to this:
and finally Energy whit out pollutant and unlimited
Occurring of three factors in 1995, because a reference Unlimited age of dam.
point of water reversible energy that is followings: Linkage of statistic development of energy with

Weather changing because of the gathering of green dam).
houses gases in atmosphere. Use of great amount of concrete in making of dam
Increasing of asking for consuming of light energy with the purpose of water power house.
through the world. Extreme sensitivity with different usage (Figure 1).
Open perspective about reversible energy.

In 2005, world consuming light energy of water amount in industrial part in later decades, among these
reaches to 2627 tetra watt. In this year, 21.8% North industries, water power house with the usage of high
America, 23.9% Europe, 21.7 % of Asian America country performance concrete [1-6] and multiple purpose and the
20% southern and Central America, 5.7% previous most important nano productions concludes the
Russian countries, 3.1% Africa and 0.3% Middle East, followings:
belongs consuming of light energy of water to
themselves. Among the countries of world, the most Nano Alumina Material: Because of special features, as
using, belong to Canada, Brazil, china, America with the if electricity is about 1000 more than cupper is, it has the
order, 12.6%, 10.3%, 9.8%. 8.1%. best  nano  structure  that  it  is  the  new  horizon  in  dam

Waterpower House: According to following items,

development of energy (use of the water behind

Nano materials because of their features, use in great
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Fig. 1: Extreme sensitivity with different usage

construction. Because they have balance in different parts contrast  to  micro  silica  is  fast  and  very  little  amount
like  nano metal artonid and nano non metal particles of  this   materials  have  the  same  effect  of  pozzolanic
(nano silica, nano zirconium) [1-10]. of a great amount of micro silica at the first ages (like in

High Performance Concrete and Multiple Purpose: one concrete) [9].
of the new solutions for solving the problem of
controlling  (leashing) water behind the waterpower Nano Coating: For increasing of the stand ability among
house, is using of high performance concrete. This kind the corrosion, keeping among the natural destroying
of concrete is a kind of composite material and for solidity factors.
concludes of composite material and it has multi phase
and comply. The feature of the concrete depends on nano Nano Particles: Precursor or modifier is chemical and
structure of the concrete that makes a unity, tenacity. physical phenomena. One the most important of nano

Development of high performance concrete for particle is coating. When some powder has been poured
construction of dams with the purpose of water power on a surface, can cover all of the surfaces for example, if
house almost contains of different parameters like mixing we pour some chalk and became white. However, in this
usual concrete with concrete of different ravel. This position, there are many spaces between powders; it
concrete has more features that mechanical feature, like; means there is not unity. Now we add some water to chalk
electro magnetic feature and it can be used in atomic and waiting until it dries with neat. We see that the
structure (maintence the ray) and increasing of the using particle stick with each other and there is a unique cover.
of that for keeping the energy system [8]. The fundamental point of covering (coating) with nano

Nano - Silica - Amorof: in concrete industry, silica is the powder one to a surface and with a supplementary thing
most  famous material that it has important role for (like °2 argon that acts like water) and, heat stick these
tenacity and filling the concrete with high performance particles and make a unique surfaces [10].
(HPC), that product is silicofiom or micro-silica that it has
0.1- 1mm diameter and it has about 90% of oxide silica we Nano Tubes: It means that nano structure is a solid that in
can say that micro- silica is a product that is been used for it atomic orders, size of crystals and chemical compound
the area of above the size of nano-meter for increasing of are huge. For reformation of mechanical feature of
the composite. concrete use of ravel (metal ravel, glass ravel, poly

Nano silica material includes of circle particle with proplin, carbon). Nano tubes carbon 60 and modern nano
less than 100nm diameter or like power or like soluble in tubes has stronger structure and lighter than steel in a
liquid that its liquid is the most usual liquid of nano silica way that it can tolerate the elastic features (that is the
that it used in self-compacting concrete. Soluble nano most important factor for avoiding destruction of water
scilicet show has multiple aims (like anti- friction, anti- power house dame in earth quake) and it can replace
sliding, anti- conflagration, anti-reflect). Also the nano example of top feature of nano carbon (c800 nano) that
silica materials response with hydroxide calcium in you can see the main topics:

practical, mechanical and rheological effect of paste

particle is like this exactly, it means that they pour some
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100% anti-leakage. limitation and reversible osmosis because of net
Without making polluting the drinking water and production more than production and high coast has
water of dam. some disadvantages.
Stand able among the chemical compound. Nano-  filtration is a simple method for producing
100% stickiness to primate concrete. with the use of nano tube carbon that is able to omit the
Proper for relieving the destroyed concrete, have the micro –washing material and nano- scale from out water of
ability of penetrating to depths of 90 cm that is waterpower house. using of carbon nano tube for making
practical in all of the water power house. filter cause an easiness in cleaning of the stand ability and
Adoptable to concrete respiration. reusing and their tolerance among the heat. These filters
Grantee time for age of the dam, physical and have high care in different usage for example to them can
chemical feature of nano materials is different among omit poly virus with the size of 25nm as well as big
the microscopic features (different forms: particle, pathogen like E. coil and other bacterium, from water.
ravel and circle). There are main changes in size and This method has advantages like low cost, decrease and
new feature according to nano. controlling the amount of washing materials in infiltration

Final purpose of surveying material in nano scale is
finding of new type of concrete stuff with high practicality Nano-Filters and Their Practicality in Waste Water
in dam construction of waterpower house that can call Treatment a Powerhouse: Nano particles of lanthanum,
them multi-purpose stuff. It means that there are new phosphate from water environment of power house pool.
features among usual features in away that it has different With the use of these particle in pools can destroyed
usage. phosphate and consequently prevent the growing of the

Nano Metric Filters and it Is Usage for Reusing of the and under ground water. Iron nano particles because
Slap of the Dam’s Municipal: The population is oxidation and destroying of pollutant compound like
increasing and drinking water sources are decreasing so Trichloroethylene, carbon tetrachloride, dioxin, PCB and
maybe in future, the world encounter the lack of water, make them to carbon compound with lower rank.
increasing of using water be come main problems of For example, arsenic is a very poisons washing
world. Capability of reusing of water is making possible to material  that naturally and in the form of human that
reach to suitable source for different use. With electrical cause the pollution of wastewater. Using of this material
and mechanical technology can use pollutant water in increase the cancer of cyst and gut. In the world, the
house using and for agriculture in this way, water statistic of the arsenic botulism is very high that in many
filtration of water with nano metric filter, can absolutely of developing countries like Bengal, more that 10 to 20
scalp the viruses and bacteria even small protein with the percent of population suffer botulism with arsenic. Most
electrical parting, that intake the ions by capacitor clouds of the washing materials of arsenic belong to third word
plate, can intake heavy materials and salt with the use of countries for omitting the heavy metal washing material
that cost of refining of water noticeably decreased. like arsenic; they use of nano- crystal instead of main of
according this Two main fields are: new infiltration systems.

Nano-Metric Filter: For increasing of water in waterpower take  the arsenic and also with choosing the proper size
house system. for  these  magnetic  particles via parting the magnetic

Bio Nano: for soon defining of polluted of water house taking the arsenic. For avoiding these problems, using of
power. nano-particle for two reasons suggested:

Infiltration water nano filtration is as valuable as mine In taking nano- particle are very practical for arsenic
water. With the use of nano- filter, mine materials for especially in low pH.
human health remaining and poisonous materials has In taking and irreversible feather for gathering the
been omitted this method is usable between reversible washing materials in Wastewater for house usage
osmosis and ultra filtration. Ultra filtration because of the that often includes of bio- chemical oxygen, chemical
high mineral and lye washing materials according to ideal materials, oil material one of the economical way for

water.

algae and it can be used in cleaning of the pollutant soils

The mineral- metal levels they have strong eager to

from water nano-particle has the same iron practicality in
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